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ABSTRACT 

Background and Purpose: Preterm birth is associated with worse 

neurodevelopmental outcome, but brain maturation in preterm infants is poorly 

characterised with standard methods. We evaluated white matter (WM) of infant brains 

at term-equivalent age, as a function of gestational age at birth, using multi-modal 

MRI. 

  

Methods: Infants born very pre-term (< 32 weeks gestation) and late pre-term (33-36 

weeks gestation) were scanned at 3T at term-equivalent age using diffusion tensor 

imaging (DTI) and T2 relaxometry. MRI data were analysed using tract-based spatial 

statistics, and anisotropy of T2 relaxation was also determined. Principal component 

analysis and linear discriminant analysis were applied to seek the variables best 

distinguishing very pre-term and late pre-term groups. 

  

Results: Across widespread regions of WM, T2 is longer in very pre-term infants than 

in late pre-term ones. These effects are more prevalent in regions of WM which 

myelinate earlier and faster. Similar effects are obtained from DTI, showing that 

fractional anisotropy (FA) is lower and radial diffusivity higher in the very pre-term 

group, with a bias towards earlier myelinating regions. Discriminant analysis shows 

high sensitivity and specificity of combined T2 relaxometry and DTI for the detection 

of a distinct WM development pathway in very preterm infants. T2 relaxation is 

anisotropic, depending on the angle between WM fibre and magnetic field, and this 

effect is modulated by FA. 
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Conclusions: Combined T2 relaxometry and DTI characterises specific patterns of 

retarded WM maturation, at term equivalent age, in infants born very pre-term relative 

to late pre-term. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Brain development is an ongoing process through fetal development and infancy. 

Normal migration, myelination, synaptogenesis and pruning are crucial for long term 

function. It is well known that pre-term birth is associated with cognitive, behavioural 

and motor differences throughout life.1-4 Typically, those born pre-term have lower 

cognitive performance relative to those born at-term. A major development process in 

the infant brain is myelogenesis, an important part of white matter (WM) development, 

whose purpose is to yield a huge increase in conduction speed along axons. 

Myelination does not occur for all the brain at once, but follows a general caudo-rostral 

gradient. For this reason, premature birth will “interrupt” the normal scheme of 

myelogenesis differently depending on gestational age (GA). Myelination subgroups 

have been defined according to whether myelination is detectable at  term birth or not 

(groups A and B, respectively), and the subsequent rate of myelogenesis (groups A1-

4, B1-4, 1=fastest).5 Generally, proximal pathways are myelinated earlier and faster 

than distal ones; sensory pathways earlier and faster than motor pathways; projection 

fibres earlier and faster than association fibres; central regions earlier and faster than 

polar/cortico-cortico regions. 

MRI is a highly sensitive technique for monitoring brain maturation including WM 

microstructure and myelination. It is commonplace to report on the presence or 

number of “localised WM abnormalities” or diffuse excessive high signal intensity 

(DEHSI) on T2-weighted images, although these qualitative markers have limited 

prognostic value for clinical outcomes.6 Quantitative MRI7 by means of diffusion 

imaging and relaxometric imaging (T1 and T2 mapping) are particularly powerful 

modalities in the study of the developing brain, including myelogenesis. This is owing 

to the fact that water diffusion and relaxation are sensitive to the presence of 
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microstructure on a cellular scale influencing the motion of water of which the 

developing myelin sheath is an important example. During fetal brain development, 

myelogenesis imposes a rapidly changing microstructural environment, which 

therefore confers great sensitivity to diffusion and relaxometric imaging.8  

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been applied in studies of the developing brain, 

with the consistent result that diffusivities reduce rapidly, and fractional anisotropy (FA) 

increases rapidly, with GA across WM, though the rate and marginal mean is 

regionally dependent.9, 10 Decreasing radial diffusivity (RD) and increasing FA are 

reflective of the tortuosity imposed on water motion by the myelin sheath. Axial 

diffusivity (AxD) generally remains higher, decreasing more slowly. It is accepted that 

these processes are driven mainly by the development of restrictions to water motion 

(mainly the myelin sheath),11 rather than the total amount of water present, though the 

water content also decreases during myelogenesis. It is also known that T2 drops with 

GA12, and that T2 is a correlate of the qualitative DEHSI radiological marker.13 

The prediction of clinical outcome from quantitative DTI indices obtained at term-

equivalent age shows promise.14-17 Various studies have demonstrated that FA is 

lower and mean diffusivity (MD) higher at term-equivalent age in pre-term infants,18-21 

and that measurements correlate with various future outcomes including visual 

performance,22 motor development,23, 24 and CP risk.25 The effect of pre-mature birth 

on DTI scalars at term-equivalent age has the implication of different patterns of WM 

development in accordance with time of birth. 

Recent research has also begun to explore the utility of T2 relaxometry as a 

quantitative marker. A structural connectivity approach has shown that T2 is altered in 

infants born pre-term in certain cortical networks, but no association between T2 and 
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GA was found.26 A combination of DTI and T2 data has also been used to demonstrate 

widespread retarded WM maturation as well as characterise the region-specific 

gestational age at which premature birth loses association with altered maturation.27 

It was found that the critical GA for altered WM maturation followed a similar regional 

distribution to myelogenesis itself, centre-out and bottom-to-top. 

We hypothesised that combining quantitative T2 data with DTI indices would enhance 

the specific detection of WM changes in two groups of infants (very preterm (VP), born 

before 32 weeks and late preterm (LP) born between 33 and 36 weeks) participating 

in MRI studies of infants at increased risk of neurodevelopmental abnormalities. We 

hypothesised that infants scanned at the same gestation (or postconceptual age) 

would show distinct differences in their patterns of WM development as a function of 

GA. Using a multivariate method we obtain a basis of variables which best discriminate 

the two groups, with the overall result that VP birth results in a retarded maturation of 

earlier-myelinating WM selectively. We also demonstrate that T2 is anisotropic in the 

infant brain, depending on the fibre-to-field angle. 
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METHODS 

Cohort 

Infant data was analysed from subsets of two separately recruited cohorts at increased 

risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, both from studies carried out at St 

Michael’s Hospital and the University of Bristol. 11 data sets came from a study of very 

and extreme preterm infants (Table 1). 28 This study had National Research Ethics 

approval (10/GO106/10) on behalf of the NHS Health Research Authority. 20 data sets 

came from a study of monochorionic diamniotic (MCDA) twins (Table 1). This study 

had National Research Ethics approval (15/SW/0230). All parents gave written 

informed consent for their children to participate in this study. The project was carried 

out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

MRI scanning 

For DTI, images were acquired with the following parameters: 40 slices, 2 mm; TR = 

9000ms; TE = 87ms; FOV = 200 mm; diffusion MDDW 30 directions. For T2 

relaxometry, turbo spin echo (TSE) images were acquired with the following 

parameters: 20 slices, 4 mm; TR = 9000ms; three TE = 11ms/155ms/299ms; Flip 180o; 

FOV = 160 mm 

All infants were scanned in natural sleep, without sedation. Prior to scanning, they 

were fed and settled to sleep. To minimise acoustic noise, we utilised mouldable putty 

(Affinis, Coltene, Switzerland) in the external auditory canal, and covered the ears with 

ear muffs (Nautus, Seattle, WA, noise reduction of 7 dB). Infants were placed in a 

custom-made vacuum moulding cushion, which reduced movement and vibration, and 

may have made infants feel more secure. MRI compatible physiological monitoring 
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equipment (In vivo Expression, Gainesville, FL) was used to monitor ECG and oxygen 

saturation. Infants were monitored during scanning for movement, or becoming 

unsettled. 

Data analysis 

Diffusion-weighted images were corrected for motion using EDDY_CORRECT 

command, and diffusion tensor images fitted using DTIFIT, assuming a single effective 

diffusion tensor for each voxel. T2 maps were fitted by assuming mono-exponential 

decay of signal intensity, and apply linear least squares in a logarithmic space. Tract-

based spatial statistics (TBSS) was applied to analyse DTI scalars and T2 maps in 

WM. A processing pipeline was adapted from FSL, which we modified to make use of 

the JHU-Neonate template brain super-sampled to 0.6 mm isotropic resolution (FSL 

by default uses an adult FA map at 1 mm resolution). The FA threshold for 

skeletonisation was set at 0.175 to generate a WM skeleton mask. T2 maps were 

registered to the native DTI space using FNIRT, with the sum-over-echoes T2-

weighted image from the TSE being registered to the B-value = 0 T2*-weighted image 

from the diffusion-weighted series (the contrast being similar and signal-to-noise ratio 

high). Like the RD, MD and AxD, T2 maps were fed into the TBSS pipepline using the 

TBSS_NON_FA, modified to take account of the altered template space. 

Since the periods of gestation in the two groups were different, GA was not modelled 

as a linear confound, but a simple categorical variable of “group” was used. Similar 

analyses were performed comparing pre-term singletons to the lighter and heavier 

twin sub-groups separately, with similar results (not shown). Group differences were 

tested for by t-testing and 500 permutation tests. Threshold-free cluster enhancement 
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was applied. Atlas-based analysis of the TBSS-derived WM skeleton was performed 

using the JHU-Neonate WM atlas.29 

Based on permutation testing, we defined a “TBSS-positive” ROI to include any voxel 

in which any DTI scalar or T2 showed a significant difference between groups. To 

further elucidate the extent to which different quantities differ between groups, median 

values in all WM tracts of the JHU-Neonate WM atlas were calculated, masked by the 

TBSS-positive ROI. This dataset therefore contained median values of FA, RD, AxD 

and T2 for all 15 WM tracts in the TBSS-positive ROI (60 variables) for all 11 pre-term 

singletons and 20 twin infants. Principal component analysis (PCA)30 was first used to 

reduce the dimensionality of this 60-dimensional space to a 2-dimensional space. 

Linear discriminant analysis was then applied to seek a hyperplane best distinguishing 

the pre-term singletons from twins in the 2-dimensional reduced principal component 

basis. The “most significant” contributors to distinguishing groups from amongst the 

original basis of variables could then be identified by their projections onto the group-

separating linear discriminant analysis (LDA) hyperplane. Such an approach has the 

advantage of effectively combining the statistical power of all 60 variables into only 2 

dimensions. 

Statistical analysis was performed using Matlab, Statistics and Machine Learning 

Toolbox v11.0 (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 

Anisotropy of T2 was analysed in the DTI native space, supersampled to 1 mm 

isotropic resolution.31 Two sub-groups were defined: a VP and a LP group. Data in 

each sub-group were pooled. The computation of T2 anisotropy involves determining 

whether the angle between a main axis of order and the applied magnetic field (B0) 

has an effect on T2. The angle between the principal eigenvector of the diffusion tensor 
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and B0 serves as a good experimental measure. The “extent” of order also has a large 

effect on anisotropy of T2, FA is used as an experimental measure of “extent of order”. 

Therefore, for each 2D bin-range of fibre-to-field angle and FA, all T2 observations 

across the sub-group are averaged. A surface plot can then be assembled. To the 

surface plot, we fit the model30 recently derived: 

2
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      Eq. 1 

Where T2
iso is the isotropic or parallel-to-field T2, A is the amplitude of anisotropy and 

theta is the fibre-to-field angle.32 This is fitted for each FA bin-centre separately to 

generate its parameters as a function of FA. 
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RESULTS 

Relationship between T2 and DTI scalars 

Boxplots of T2 and DTI scalars across the entire cohort for each WM tract of the JHU-

Neonate atlas are shown (Figure 1). These plots are all sorted by descending FA within 

each myelogenesis subgroup. There is a clear trend towards longer T2 and higher 

diffusivities (MD, RD, AxD) in late-myelinating WM. FA shows a weaker effect of 

myelogenesis group, though we must keep in mind that the boxplots absorb the 

variance caused by effects of participant group and individual factors. In the SI T2 is 

strongly correlated with DTI scalars, and most strongly with RD (R = 0.9189), a point 

we return to later. 

 

Inter-group differences 

Differences between the term-equivalent DTI scalars and T2 maps of infants either in 

the VP or LP groups were assessed on a voxel-wise basis by t- and permutation 

testing, based on the TBSS-derived WM skeleton mask. This identified extensive 

regions in which T2 and DTI scalars differed between groups (Figures 2-3). As there 

was the possibility that discordant blood supply to different twins in each MCDA pair 

in the LP group could impact on WM development, we specifically compared the 

higher and lower birthweight twin from each pair (using weight as a surrogate marker 

of proportional in utero blood supply). As we did not detect differences between 

‘heavier’ and ‘lighter’ twins, we increased our power by collectively analysing their data 

as a single (LP) group. The group-separating potential was concentrated more in the 
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earlier-myelinating WM, with the exception of the MCP which showed no difference in 

any parameter (Figure 3).  

We also found that there remained an effect of participant group (VP vs LP), but only 

on FA and T2, if GA was modelled as a linear confound effect (not shown). That is, T2 

and FA are different between VP singletons and LP twins due to effects of both GA 

and some other discriminating factor between participant group, whereas MD, AxD 

and RD differ only due to the effect of GA (for it can be regressed out). Possibilities 

include a specific effect of being a multiple birth, or of chorionicity. Alternatively, there 

may be a non-linear effect of GA on FA and T2, although data argue for a linear effect 

(not shown). A possibility is that an unknown factor non-linearly correlated with GA, 

such as requirement for mechanical ventilation or other intensive care intervention has 

a discriminative effect on FA and T2, but not RD or MD. 

The results of combining the tract-wise (term-equivalent) T2, FA, RD and AxD tract-

wise TBSS-positive medians to determine the most significant contributions to 

distinguishing VP infants from LP twins are shown (Figure 4). We defined simple 

criteria to select the largest contributors to separating groups, namely those variables 

whose projection onto an axis normal to the LDA hyperplane was > 0.15. This implies 

that we define as the “largest contributors to separating groups” those variables for 

which more than 15% variance is accounted for by group. The FA of nearly all tracts 

contributed to overall group separation. The T2 of most group-A tracts contributed 

(except the MCP), as well as the entire corpus callosum and uncinated fasciculus, but 

no tracts from group B3. From AxD, ar (group A) and cg (B2) contributed only. RD did 

not contribute at all. Overall, then, FA is generally most different at term-equivalent 

age between VP and LP groups, with T2 also being discriminatory. 
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Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves and statistics showed an area-under-

curve (AUC) of 0.964, false positive rate (FPR) of 0.050, and true positive rate (TPR) 

of 0.818. K-fold cross-validation was performed, revealing class loss of 0.1619. If T2 

was not included, the AUC was 0.9545, FPR 0.150, TPR 1.000, but class loss 0.2581. 

 

Anisotropy of T2 

Anisotropy of T2 was assessed in the VP and LP sub-groups. Fitted T2 surfaces as a 

function of fibre-to-field angle and FA, across all WM are shown (Figure 5). As in 

previously published work on the adult brain,31, 33 T2 is longest when parallel to B0.31, 

33 This effect is smaller at lower FA, such that T2 anisotropy occurs only where there 

is considerable order. At higher FA values, the peak-to-trough T2 is up to ~20 ms in 

the pre-term group but only 10 ms in the LP group. Although peak-to-trough distances 

are similar to the adult brain, the amplitudes of anisotropy are about 10-fold lower31 

(and FA two to four-fold). Surprisingly, the amplitude of anisotropy is largest in the VP 

group for any given FA.  

 

DISCUSSION 

We have explored the relationships between DTI scalars and quantitative T2 in WM, 

at term-equivalent age, of VP infants born before 32 weeks completed GA and MCDA 

twins born after 33 weeks. We have shown that T2 relaxation time at term-equivalent 

age, as well as DTI scalars, show wide-spread differences according to GA. We have 

also demonstrated that T2 is anisotropic in the infant brain, having an orientation 
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dependence on fibre-to-field angle, and that this dependence is different between VP 

and LP infants. 

We observed, in general, markers of “less developed” WM in the VP group, with FA 

and T2 having the largest effects, and with a strong bias towards earlier-myelinating 

WM. By modelling the effect of GA as linear, we conclude that this difference is 

dominated by an effect of GA, but that there is a more limited effect of participant 

group. The changes in WM microstructure probed by T2 and DTI scalars in the 

developing brain are dominated by myelogenesis, such that one can expect the group 

differences to reflect different myelogenesis pathways according to GA group. The VP 

group appears to show a myelogenesis pathway that is generally lagging behind the 

LP group at term-equivalent age, with the early-myelinating regions suffering the 

greatest adverse effects. Late-myelinating regions, inasmuch as not showing an effect 

of GA up to the detection limit of our experiment (as a continuous variable or 

categorical group variable), arguably follow a more similar myelogenesis pathway, 

being less affected by premature birth. It is also possible that late-myelinating regions 

also follow a different myelogenesis pathway according to GA, but that such a 

difference becomes apparent at a later life. Group B tracts are not substantially 

myelinated at 40 weeks gestation, so such a difference may not be within the detection 

limit of our experiment. 

The observation that DTI indices obtained at term-equivalent age imply retarded WM 

maturation in pre-term infants has been made in other studies.9, 10 Many have focused 

on selected WM regions, often the PLIC, CST or CC (see Table 2). However, there 

have been limited efforts to combine T2, in particular so the anisotropy of T2, with DTI, 

across an entire WM atlas, to build a high statistical power classifier for prematurity. 

In doing so, we have shown that combining sources of information from T2 and DTI 
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across WM can classify the “state” of WM at term-equivalent age with impressive 

sensitivity and specificity. These data argue for incorporating use of T2 relaxometry in 

assessing whether the state of the brain differs from expectation as a result of pre-

term birth. 

The inter-group differences observed for T2, as well as effect sizes for GA, were larger 

and more widespread than in recent work using T2 and DTI in concert.27 Broadly, 

however, our work using both T2 and DTI, with a multivariate analysis to combine 

statistical power, agrees with recent findings that earlier GA is associated with markers 

of retarded WM maturation, in particular in earlier-myelinating regions.10 Our limitation 

to a TBSS-derived WM skeleton and use of dimensionality reduction and machine 

learning may explain our increased statistical power, as well as instrumental 

differences.  

We found that T2 is anisotropic in the infant brain at term-equivalent age, with 

amplitude in WM that is approximately 1/10th of that reported in adults.31 The lower 

anisotropy implies a more homogeneous magnetic field on a mesoscopic scale, from 

which we may infer a lower susceptibility difference between axon walls and their 

surroundings. This implies less, or less ordered, myelin within the developing myelin 

sheaths. The higher isotropic part of T2 in infants relative to adults probably reflects 

higher overall water content in infants. 

Recent work has shown that T2 and diffusion anisotropy34 are coupled phenomena,34 

so this observation is at first curious given that our results mainly argue for retarded 

WM maturation in infants born at an earlier GA. Anisotropy of T2 is, according to 

theory, caused by radial diffusion through anisotropic magnetic fields created by the 

myelin sheath and/or other ordered structures with different magnetic properties from 
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water. The fact that the T2 anisotropy is driven by radial diffusion means that the 

results are not at odds with the findings for FA and AxD (which report different 

phenomena). In consideration that the RD is better correlated with T2 than any other 

DTI scalar, this result is self-consistent.  

The question remains as to how T2 anisotropy may differ without any other parameter 

changing, and what this tells about WM. T2 and DTI are more sensitive to intracellular 

and interstitial water, diffusion of molecules in the myelin sheath is not directly seen 

due to fast relaxation. Nonetheless, the susceptibility difference between water and 

the accumulating myelin drives the T2 anisotropy, such that we need not see DTI 

changes even if the myelin sheaths differ in structure and molecular composition 

between groups. Inter-group T2 anisotropy differences may therefore reflect a 

differently structured myelin sheath, or an altered molecular composition which alters 

its magnetic susceptibility. This may give T2 anisotropy the capability to detect 

differences in molecular composition of the myelin sheath, rather than structural 

changes, which may also account for the improved group discriminating power upon 

inclusion of T2. 

Our study has some limitations. Firstly, T2 measurements are based on a simple 

mono-exponential approximation to a 3-echo TSE. In reality, at short echo times, 

decoherence is more rapid than a mono-exponential model can explain, and is usually 

attributed to the pool of water associated with the myelin sheath itself – vindicated by 

the observation that decoherence loses its early fast-decay behaviour in non-

myelinating axons.35 This pool is essentially invisible to our experiments (including 

DTI) directly, though the effects are manifest indirectly (through exchange, tortuosity 

and susceptibility-driven T2 anisotropy). A prohibitively lengthy T2 mapping sequence 
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may be needed to sample early and late decoherence sufficiently to generate high-

quality non-exponential or multi-exponential T2 maps. 

Secondly, we limited our analysis to a TBSS-derived symmetrised WM skeleton. 

Therefore, we neglect cortical and subcortical GM. However, the difficulties in 

segmenting tissue classes in our cohort are such that we would run the risk of including 

misclassified tissue. Low anatomical resolution also confounds analysis of cortical 

regions. Symmetrisation is argued for by being blind to the handedness of the 

participants (which is developed only at a later age). We lose specificity (right vs left), 

but it is unlikely that the overall sensitivity of our experiment to characterise the effects 

of prematurity on development pathways is compromised. 

Thirdly, GA is not the only independent variable differing between the groups, as the 

LP group contained entirely twins and the VP group were mainly singleton. Whilst the 

differences in anisotropy which are linearly associated with GA are clearly 

interpretable, there are other differences which could reflect a number of potential 

between-group differences. However, this confound of multiple group differences does 

not alter the observation that combined FA and T2 anisotropy measures provide a 

clear means of differentiating states of WM maturation in neonates independent of 

cause. Future work examining the relationship of WM maturation at term-equivalent 

age with long term neurodevelopmental outcome is warranted to determine whether 

this multimodal quantitative mapping can improve prognostic specificity and aid clinical 

decisions for infants at increased risk of abnormal development.  

To conclude, we propose that the characterisation of WM development in pre-term 

infants may benefit form a combined T2 relaxometry/DTI approach. Our data indicate 

that VP infants show widespread retarded WM maturation at term-equivalent age, 
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which a combination of T2 mapping and DTI can quantify with high sensitivity and 

specificity. Additional work will be needed to determine to what extent this is predictive 

of future treatment need, and how to best use this powerful information to bring about 

the best patient outcome. 
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Legends to Figures 

Figure 1: Boxplots of TBSS-derived medians for DTI scalars and T2 across the whole 

cohort.  

The graphs are sorted by descending FA within each myelogenesis group (indicated 

by color) are as follows: A = myelination detectable at term age; B1 = no myelination 

detectable at term age, fast rate of myelination after birth; B2 = no myelination 

detectable at term age, intermediate rate of myelination after birth; B3/other = no 

myelination detectable at term age, slow rate of myelination after birth. Abbreviations 

used: FA = fractional anisotropy; MD = mead diffusivity. See Table 2 for white matter 

tract abbreviations. 

Figure 2: Clusters in which VP infants differ from LP MCDA twins.  

Row a: FA(VP) < FA(LP), Row b: T2(VP) > FA(LP), Row c: MD(VP) > MD(LP), Panel 

3: RD(VP) > RD(LP). VP = very pre-term, LP = late pre-term MCDA twins. Colored 

voxels belong to clusters identified using threshold-free cluster enhancement at the p 

< 0.05 level using 500 permutations. Green marks the TBSS-demarcated WM 

skeleton. Results are shown on the JHU-Neonate FA template. Abbreviations used: 

MCDA = monochorionic diamniotic twin; MD = mean diffusivity; RD = radial diffusivity; 

WM = white matter; FA = fractional anisotropy. 

Figure 3: Number of voxels in each WM tract separating the VP from LP groups at 

term-equivalent age. 

Abbreviations used: VP = very preterm; LP = late preterm; WM = white matter; RD = 

radial diffusivity; FA = fractional anisotropy. See Table 2 for WM tract abbreviations 
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Figure 4: PCA and LDA of tract-wise median DTI scalars and T2 in the TBSS-

positive ROI. Panel a shows PCA, reduced to 2 dimensions, with the original 

variables labelled as projections. The projections are labelled (and in solid color) if 

their projection normal to the LDA hyperplane is > 0.15, which implies that more than 

15% of the variance in that variable is accounted for by group. Text labels are 

colored by myelogenesis group. Panel b shows the PCA with data points labelled by 

group, as well as the LDA hyperplane as a solid line. Abbreviations used: PCA = 

principal component analysis; LDA = linear discriminant analysis; VP = very preterm; 

LP = late preterm. See Table 2 for WM tract abbreviations. 

Figure 5: T2 anisotropy in the term-equivalent infant brain. Panels a and b show 

surfaces of T2 against FA and the fibre-to-field angle obtained from DTI, with each 

plotted value of the opaque surface being the average value in the corresponding 2D 

bin range. Magenta points are the fit of Eq. 1. The VP and LP groups are plotted in a 

and b respectively. Panels c-f show, respectively, the fitted values at each FA bin 

range of the amplitude of anisotropy A, T2Δ, T2|| and T2per. Abbreviations used: VP = 

very preterm; LP = late preterm; FA = fractional anisotropy.  
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